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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let E, , E2 be two Hilbert spaces, L( E, , E2) the set of all bounded linear 
operators from E, to E,, and fix two contractions Tin L(E,) (L(E,) = 
L(E,, Ej)), ]ITjl/ < 1, i= 1,2, and an intertwining operator XEL(E~, I&): 
XT, = T,X. Let W,E L(R,) be the minimal isometric dilation of Ti, Pi the 
orthogonal projections of Ri onto Ei, i= 1,2, and let L(X) be the set of all 
Nagy-Foias liftings YE L(R,, R2) of X, i.e., P, Y= XP,, )I YIl = IlXll, and 
YW, = w2 Y. 
A basic problem is to give a description of all the operators YE L(X), 
and without restriction of generality we may assume that XfO and 
llXl\ = 1. An exhautive description of the set L(X) was given in the papers 
by Arsene, Ceausescu, and Foias [ 1,2,9]. The purpose of the present 
paper is to show that their description of L(X) can be derived in a some- 
what simpler way by combining the method of generalized Toeplitz kernels 
(cf. [ 3,4,6]) with some ideas of Arov and Grossman [S] concerning 
contractive analytic functions, and with some ideas of Nagy and Foias 
(cf. [lo] ). 
In Section II some notions concerning generalized Toeplitz kernels are 
recalled and in Section III properties of contractive analytic functions are 
discussed. In Section IV the results of Sections II and III are combined to 
obtain a description of the set L(X). 
II. THE AROCENA BIJECTION BETWEEN L(X) and e(K) 
Let Z be the set of integers and we set Z, = (n E Z: n > 0}, Z, = -Z,. 
If Z; = Z,, Z; = {U E Z: n < 0}, then an operator-valued function K 
defined in Z x Z = lJ f, B = 1 (Z, x Z,) is said to be an (E, , &)-generalized 
Toeplitz kernel if there are four functions K,,: Z, - Z, -+ L(E,, EB) such 
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that K(m, n) = K&m -n) for (m, n) E Z, x Zg, a, /I = 1,2. Such a K is said 
to be positive definite, p.d., if 
whenever h is a function defined in Z of finite support such that 
h(m) E L(E,) if me Z&, a = 1,2. 
This definition was given in [3-51. Here we shall use instead the follow- 
ing, informal, modilied definition, introduced by R. Arocena in [6]. 
DEFINITION II. 1. An operator-valued generalized Toeplitz kernel, GTK, 
is a system K composed of the following objects: 
(i) A pair (E, , E,) of Hilbert spaces ; 
(ii) Four functions K,,: Z, - Z, -+ L(E,, EB), a, p = 1, 2, with 
K,,(n)=K&(-n), n<O. 
We shall denote by S the vector space of all pairs, or formal sums, 
h=(h,,hZ)=hl+hz, where h,:Z,+E,: a=1,2, is a function of finite 
support. 
DEFINITION 11.2. We shall say that the GTK K is positive definite, p.d., 
if it satisfies, for every h = hi + h2 E S, 
Every p.d. GTK K N (K,,) defines a semi-scalar product 
defined by 
(,> in S 
(h, h’)= 2 c <Km&n -n) h,(m), h;(n) jEs (1) 
a,/3= 1 (m,n)Ez,xzp 
thus giving rise to a Hilbert space H= H(K). 
We considered in S two subspaces S, = (h = h, + h, E S: h,(O) = 0}, 
a = 1,2, and the linear transformation V of S, onto Si, defined by: 
(Vh),(n)=h(n-1) for n>O, (Vh),(O)=O and (Vh),(n)=h(n-1) for 
n < 0. 
Let Hi = H,(K) and H, = H,(K) be the closed subspaces of H generated 
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by S, and SZ, respectively. Then V extends to an isometry, also denoted by 
V, from Hz onto H, . Since for a = 1,2, F, : E, + H, defined by 
(J’,(u))(n) = &(n)o = n#O n=O 
is an isometry, we have that E, can be identified with a closed subspace of 
H. By considering a minimal unitary extension U E L(R) of V, one arrives 
at the following generalization of the Naimark extension theorem, proved 
in [4] for the case E, = E, and for the first definition of GTK, and adapted 
in [6] for the case E, # E2 and the modified definition 11.1. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let K be a p.d. GTK with K,,(O)=Z,, a= 1, 2, then 
there exists a Hilbert space R containing E, and E2 as closed subspaces, and 
a unitary operator U defined in R, such that 
K,&m) = PqUmIE,, meZ,-ZZB,a,/J=1,2 
R=[~=U”(E,)]v[~=u”(E,)]. 
(2) 
(3) 
In the sequel, we shall write H = H(K), H, = H,(K), a = 1, 2, and 
V= V(K). 
DEFINITION 11.3. If K is as in Theorem II.1 then %(K) will stand for the 
set of all minimal unitary extensions U of V satisfying (2) and (3), and we 
identify two such operators U and U’, acting in R and R’, respectively, if 
there is a unitary isomorphism W of R onto R’, which leaves invariant the 
elements of H and such that WU = U’ W. 
With every intertwining relation XT, = T,X, where Ti E L(E,), i = 1, 2, 
are two contractions and XE L( E, , E2), llXl[ = 1, we associate a 
GTK K - (K,,) defined as 
Kll(m) = 
TT, ma0 
T*-m m < 0, K12(m) = TYX, 
ma0 
1 3 
K2,(m)=KF2(-m), m<O, G2(m) = 
l-7, ma0 
(4) 
T* -,,, 
2 3 m < 0. 
R. Arocena proved in [6] the next theorem: 
THEOREM 11.2. Zf T, and T, are contractions, then the kernel K, 
associated with the relation XT, = T, X, is p.d., so we can talk about e(K). 
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Moreover, there is a bijection between S(K) and L(X) which assigns to each 
UE a(K) the operator Y = P,,I R, = the restriction to R, of the orthogonal 
projection of R onto R,, where R is the domain of U and R,, R, are respec- 
tively the spaces of the minimal isometric dilations of T,, T,, which are 
considered in a natural way as subspaces of R. 
In fact, the last theorem gives a labelling of L(X), and we shall give 
another one. 
III. UNITARY EXTENSIONS OF ISOMETRIC OPERATORS 
AND HOLOMORPHIC CONTRACTION FUNCTIONS 
Let H be a Hilbert space, D, A two closed subspaces of H, and V an 
isometry from D onto A with V(D) = A. Set N= HOD, M = HO A, and 
let B(N, M) be the class of all holomorphic functions 0 in IzI < 1 such that 
O(z) E L(N, M) and O(z) is a contraction, IlO(z 6 1, for each z. 
Let U be defined in R 1 H, UE 42( V) the class of all minimal unitary 
extensions of V. and set 
u,, = p, uI RQH, u,,=p,ulN 
u21 = pROH”/ ROH> U,,=PR@HUiN. 
(1) 
Since (/ UII = 1, we have that: 
0) II Uzl II 6 L 
nEN(ii) IIU,,~+U,,n)~~+IIU~,x+U,,n~)~=llxll~+Iln11~foreachx~ROH, 
Using (i) it is easy to prove that: 
(iii) (I-zU,,)~'=~,"=,z"(U,,)". 
So writing F(U)(z) = U12 + zU,,(Z-zU,,)-'U,,, we have that F(U)(z) 
is holomorphic for JzI -C 1 with values in L(N, M). Furthermore using (ii) 
we obtain 
F(Wz)(n)2= 11~112+(14”- 1) II(I-zU21)-1U22ni12< llnI12 
for each n E N, z such that IzI < 1. 
So F(U) E B(N, M). 
PROPOSITION 111.1. If U E L(R), U’ E L(R’) are two elements of C&(V), 
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such that there exists a unitary isomorphism W, WE L(R, R’), which leaves 
invariant the elements of H and WU = U’ W then F(U) = F( U’). 
Proof. Since W is unitary and W(H) = H, it results that WP,@,= 
PR'OH W and so we have the equalities 
u,, = u;, w, u,, = u;,, u-12, = W-WI;, w, u,,= W-l&. (2) 
From (2) it is easy to conclude that F(U) = F( U'). 
DEFINITION 111.1. Let U E Z,(R), U' E L(R') be two elements of e(V), 
and we say that U and U’ are equivalents if there exists a unitary 
isomorphism W, WE L(R, R'), which leaves invariant the elements of H 
and WU=U'W, 
For U E e(V), we set [U] = { U' E @( I’): U and U’ are equivalents} and 
%(V)/- = {[U]: UEeqV)}. 
Define the application g: 4?( I’)/- - -+ B(N, M) by g( [ U]) = F( U). Then 
g is well-defined and, as shown by Brodski and Shwartsman [111, g is a 
bijection (for another proof cf. Arocena [7]). 
If U E L(R) is a minimal unitary extension of V and 19(z) = F( U)(z), it is 
clear that 
e(z)=P,U(z-zP,o~U)-llN (3) 
and for each n, n > 0, e(n) = P, U(PROHU)“lN then for each z, lzl < 1, 
O(z)= 1 z”B(n). (4) 
?l>O 
The next lemma gives another relation between U and 8. 
LEMMA 111.1. Zf U and 8 are as above, then 
(~P,+~(z)P,)I,= uwJ(z-zPReHw’)IH (5) 
(P,U(Z-ZU)~~},={T/P,+~(Z)P,)[Z-Z(I/P,+~(Z)P,)]~‘}I,. (6) 
Proof: First we prove (5). 
Since H=N+D=M+d, wehavethat 
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using P,U= VP,, P,PRoH=O (DC H) we have that 
P,U(I-ZP~OHU)~lPg= VP,(I-zP,&J-‘P,= VP, 
and 
PA w- ZPROH U)-‘P,= vP,(I-zP,o,u)-‘P,= VP,P,=O 
besides 
P,u(I-zP,&JyP, 
= P&fUP*+ P,U f Zn(PR&J)n--PRJJPD 
n=l 
=P,VP,+P,U f Z”(P,oHU)n-lPROHVPD=O. 
n=l 
Hence 
wYw-cwm-l}IH= {VP,+~(z) P,}l,. 
Now, we prove (6), as a consequence of (5). 
Since { VP,+O(z) PN}IH= {P,‘U(Z-ZP,~,U)-~}~~, we have that 
C~-z(VPD+~(z)PN)I-lIH 
= { [Z- ZP, U(I- ZPROH~)-ll~ljIH 
= {[z-zP,oHU-ZP”U](I-ZPROHU)-y~” 
= {(z-ZPROHU)(z-ZU)-l)(H 
and so 
~~~~,+~~~~~,~c~-~~~~,+~~~~~,~l-‘}I, 
= {P,u(z-zP,~,u)-‘(I-zP,,,u)(I-zu)-’}J, 
= {P,U(Z-zU)-‘}I,. 
The first part of the following theorem is an analogue of the 
Arov Grossman characterization of the scattering matrices SU, of all the 
unitary dilations of an isometric operator V with scale subspace L, stated 
without proof in [g]. 
THEOREM 111.1. Let U and 0 be as in Lemma 111.1. The following 
statements are true : 
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If L is a closed subspace of H then 
(fNI-zPR~LwlIL 
= {P,vP,(I-zP,@r.vP,)-’ 
+P,[I+zT/P,(I-ZPHOLVPD)-lPHOLl .@) 
. [I-zP,(I-zP,~JP,)-lP,~,e(z)]-l 
.P,(I-zP,oLVP,)-‘)l.. (7) 
If S is a closed subspace of H such that for each n = 1, V”(S) c D and 
V(S) I S, then 
P,U(I-zU)-‘1, 
=~~,~~~,+~~~~~,~~1-~~~-~,~~~~,+~~~~~,~1-1~1, 
= {P,VP,[I-z(1 -P,) VPJ’ 
+ P,[I+zVP,(I-z(1 -Ps) VP&‘(l -P,)] . e(z) 
. [I-ZPN( 1 - Ps) VPJ’( 1 -P,) e(z)] -’ 
xP,(I-z(l-P,) VPJ’}IH. (8) 
Proof: First, we prove (7). Let L be a closed subspace of H. We will use 
that 
If A, B, and A + B are strict contractions then 
[I-(A+B)]-‘=[I-(I-A)-‘B]-‘(I-A)-’ 
=(I-A)~l[I-B(I-A)~l]-? (9) 
Using that PROL = PRe,+ P,@, and (9) we have that 
p,w-zp,&T’I, 
Since L and HO L are closed subspaces of H, we can use (5), so 
assoon as (zPHoL VP,), (zP,oLB(z) PN), andzP,@, VP, + zPHoLB(z) P, 
are strict contractions, and by (9) we have that 
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P, U(z-‘?PRoL U)-‘I, 
= ~P~(vP~+B(~) P,)[z-z(z-ZPHOLvPD)-IPHOLe(Z) ~~1-1 
4-&wYP,)-1H. 
= {PLvPo(z-zP,oLvP.)~’ 
+ PLe(z) P,[z-z(z-zP,o, vP,)-‘PHoLe(z) PJ’ 
. (z-ZPHOL VP&’ 
+P,VP,[(z-z(z-zP,,~~-P,)-lP,..e(z)P~)~’-z] 
~(z-zP,oJfP,)-‘}l.. 
But 
[Z-z(Z- zP,oL VP,)-‘P,,,B(z) PN] --I - z 
=z(Z-zP,,.VP&‘P,,,B(z) P, 
. [z-z(z-ZPHst vP,)yP,,,e(z)P,]-‘. 
Hence 
= P, VP,(Z- zP,oL VP,)-’ 
+PLe(z)P,[z-z(z-ZPHOLvPD)-lPHOLe(z)P,]-l 
. (I- ZP”OL VP&’ + P, vP,z(z-zP,@L VP&‘P,,,B(z) P, 
. ~z-~~z-~~,,,vp,~-~p,~~e~z~ ~ 1-1 .(z-~~,~~vp~)-I 
=P,VP,(z-ZPHOLvPD)-l 
+ P,(Z+ zVP,(Z- ZP”@L vP,)-‘P,@L) e(z) PN 
~[z-z(z-zP,,,VP,)-1P,,,e(z)P,]-J(z-ZPHOLVPi3)-1. 
Since 
~z-~P,(z-~P,~~~~,)~~P,,.~(z)] 
. P,~z-Z(z-zP,o, vP,)yP,,,tqz) p,]r’ 
= P&JZ- z(Z- ZP*a L vP)-lPH@Le(z) P,l-’ 
-zP,(z+ - ZP,@L VP&‘P,&(z)P, 
. ~z-~(~-~P,~~~P~)~~P~~~~(z) P,I-J 
= PJZ- z(Z- ZP,@L VP,)- ‘P”&w PNI 
. [Z- z(Z- ZP,@L vp,)-Jp,e,e(z) pN] --1= P,. 
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We have that 
P,[I-z(I- ZP,@, vp,)-‘p,~,e(z) PN] --I 
= [I- zp,(I-zp,oL vp,)yp,,,e(z)] -‘P, 
therefore 
wJ(I-zp,&J-‘I. 
= {P,VP,(I-ZPHOLVP&l 
+ P,cI+zvP,(I-zP,~,vP,)-‘P,~,] 
~e(4cI-zP,(I-zP,~,vP,)~‘P*oLe(z)]~’ 
. P,(I- ZP,@L VP,)-‘}\.. 
Now we prove (8). Letting S to be a closed subspace of H such that for 
each n > 1, V”(S) c D and V’(S) I S, and using property (6), we have the 
equality 
writing 1 = (1 - P,) + P,. The next equality is a consequence of (9) : 
P,U(I-zU)-‘1, 
=P,(vP,+~(z) P,)[I-~(1 -P~)(vP,+~(z) pN)]-I 
~(~-zp,~vp,+e~z)p,)~~-~~i-p,)~vp,+e~z)p,)~-~~-~~, 
= P,(VP, + e(z) P~)[I-z(I - P,)(vP,+ e(z) pN)] -1 
+p,(vp,+e(z)p,)[z-z(i -ps)(vp,+e(Z) pN)]pl 
+{~-~p,(vp,+e(~)p,) 
~~i-2(i-ps)(v~,+e(z)p,)]-~~~~-z~. 
We will prove that 
P,( VP, + e(z) P~)[I- ~(1 - ps)( VP, + e(z) pN)] -1 
. { {I- ZP,( VP, + e(z) pN) 
.~z-z(i-p,)(vp,+e(z)p,)]-~}-~-z}=o, 
which implies the first equality of (8). 
(10) 
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Let us prove (10). Writing A(z) = VP, + 19(z) P,, (10) is equivalent to 
P,A(z)[Z- z( 1 - P,) A(z)] -l 
.{[Z-zP,A(z)(l-z(l-P,)A(z))y-‘-z}~,=O (11) 
using that 
[Z-zP,A(z)(Z-z(l-P&I(z))-‘]~‘-I 
= [I-zP,A(z)(Z-z(1 -P&4(z))-I]-‘zP,A(z)(Z-z(1 -P&4(z))-’ 
and it is easy to see that (11) is a consequence of 
P,A(z)[z-z(l-P,)A(z)]-‘~s=O. (12) 
Since S is a closed subspace of D such that for each n 2 1, V”(S) c D and 
V”(S) I S, we have that P,A(z)[(l- P,)A(z)]“ls= PsV”+lIs=O for 
each n 2 0 and so (12) is true. 
Finally, the second equality of (8) is obtained by a similar argument as 
the one used to prove (7). 
The following proposition is really clear. 
PROPOSITION 111.2. Let H be a Hilbert space, D, A two closed subspaces 
of H, and V an isometry from D onto A, V(D) = A. The following statements 
are true: 
(i) Zf UE L(R) is a minimal unitary extension of V then U-’ E L(R) 
is a minimal unitary extension of V-l. 
(ii) Ife(z)= P,U(Z-zP,~,U)~‘I, then 
Remark. It is easy to see that the set e(K), defined in Definition 11.3, 
is the same as 4?( V(K)), so we can give another description of L(X): there 
is a bijection between L(X) and B(H(K)@H,(K), H(K)OH,(K)). In the 
next section we will establish this relation. 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE SET L(X) 
Let us return to the basic problem posed in the Introduction, and recall 
that for i = 1,2, Ei is a Hilbert space, Ti E L(E,) a contraction, and 
Wie L(R,) (resp. Uje L(K,)) its minimal isometric dilation (resp. its mini- 
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ma1 unitary dilation), and we set Li= ( Wi- Ti)(Ei), L,,, = (I- WiTi)( 
X is a contraction (llXll = 1) f rom E, to E, such that XT, = T,X, and our 
problem is to describe 
L(X) = (YE L(R,, R,): 11 YII = 1, YW, = W, Y, and P2 Y= XP,}. 
DEFINITION IV.l. For YE L(X) and k > 1, the operator 
Sk(Y)=(W2*)k--p~~‘~L2)YIL,.r:L1,*~L2 
is called the k th observable operator of Y. 
Setting S( Y)(z) = C,“= 0 znSn + i( Y) we have that S(Y) uniquely deter- 
mines Y (this result is due to Arsene, Ceausescu, and Foias in [2]). By 
Theorem II.2 there is UE@(K) such that Y= P,,I., and we set 
e(z) = P H(K)OH,(K)U(Z-~PROH(K)U)-lIH(K)BHz(K); for each el EE,, 
s E Z1, 6,(e,) is the element of S defined by 
and for each e, E E,, s < 0, 6,(e,) is the element of S defined by 
6,(4(n) = { z:, 
s#n 
s = n. 
For e, E E,, e2 E E2 we will have that 
(S(Y)(z)Ce, - WI T$,l, (WI- Td e2jL2 
= 1 z”<Sn+,(Y)Cel - W, W,l, (W2- T2) e2jL2 
flt0 
=n~oww:Ypw;w2) Y(e, - WI TTe,), (W2- T2) e2jL2 
=n~oz’<(~oe,-~l T?e,, -6,[XD$;e,]); Un+l(O, doe,-&, T,e,)> 
= ( U-‘(I-zUpl)-‘(Goe, -6, T:e,, -Go[XD’,;e,]); 
(0, 6oe2-h-l T24).’ 
Setting L = { (0, hoe, - 6 ~ i T,e,): e2 E E2}, we have that L is a closed sub- 
space of H,(K), such that for each n 2 1, L is contained in the domain of 
1 If H is a Hilbert space and T is a contraction defined in H, D, is the defect operator (i.e., 
D,=.(I- T*T)“‘: H+ H). 
409.141’1-16 
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[V(K)] en and [V(K)] -“(L) is orthogonal to L, so using Proposition III.2 
and Theorem 111.1, Eq. (S), we can conclude that 
P, u-‘(Z- zu-‘)- I/ H(K) 
= P, v-‘PDm,[z- z( 1 - PL) VP’P&,1 -1 
+ P,{Z+ zv-‘P,_ ,[Z-Z(1 -PL) v-‘P,-,]-I(1 -P,)} .e*(z) 
.P HOD-,CZ-z(l -PJ ~-‘pD-,l-L 
where H=H(K), VP’= [V(K)]-‘, and D_, =H,(K). 
Writing 
a,(z)= P, VP’P,_,[Z-z(1 - PL) V’PD-,] -’ 
b,(z) = PL{z+zV~‘PD~,[z- (1 - PJ V’P,J -‘(l -P,)} 
c,(z)=zP,o~~,[z-z(l -PL) v~‘P,~,]-‘(l -PJ 
d,(z) = p,e,_, [Z-z(l- PL) V-‘P,-,]-’ 
we can conclude that 
(S(W)Cel- WICeI17 (w2-T2)e2) 
= ( [q(z) + b,(z) e*(z)(z- Cl(Z) e*(z))-’ d,(z)] 
x (60e, - 6, T?e,, -60CXo2T;e,l);(0,6,e,-6-,T,e,)). (1) 
On the other hand, we have the following proposition suggested by 
R. Arocena : 
PROPOSITION IV.l. Writinggx = (Z-X*X)‘/* (E,), R, = (k& + L,) @ 
{D,T,e + (W, - T,) e:e E E,}, and RX = (G& @ L,) 0 
{D,e+(W,-T2)Xe:eEEZ} we have that HOD-,, HOD-,, 
(Dl = H,(K)) are unitary isomorphic to R, and RX, respectively. 
Proof: For h = (h,, h,) E S let us define 
1 + 1 (WT- T;)h,(n), X n21 1 
+ 1 ~2*“V2(-m)l 
m20 > 
and we will prove that this operator $, I+?: S + [gX+ V,“=, W;(L,)] @ 
[V,“=, UT”(E,)] is an isometry with dense range, so that it extends to a 
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unitary operator also denoted by ti, $: H -+ (~2~ + V,“=, W;(L,)] 0 
[VT& UT”(&)]. Clearly $ is well-defined and if h = (h,, h2) E S then 
So Ic/ is an isometry and it is obvious that + has dense range. Now, we will 
prove that t,b(HODp,)= R,. Since $(H)= [L&+ V,“=,, W;(L,)] 0 
[V,“=, UTn(E2)] to see that tj(HOD_,)= R, is the same, see that 
D,T,e+(W,-T,)e:eEEl)+ v WT(L,) 
II=1 1 
v W”W2) . 
n=O I 
Using that D-, is the closure of S,={(h,)f_,~S:h,(O)=0}, 
{(hi)2=1~S:h,~O}tS,cD~1, and {(hi)~=,~S:h,=O} is a dense 
subset of V,“=, U:“(E2) we have that V,“=, U:“(E2)c$(D_1). Further- 
more if (h,, h2) E S1 then 
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=q c w+~, (W-Wh,(n) n>l 
> 
+(Wl-T,) c T;-%,(n) 
n>l 
+ 1 W,(W;2p’-T;-‘)h,(n) 
n>2 
but W,( IV;-’ - T;-‘) h,(n) = C”,:‘, Wyekp ‘( W, - T,) T:h,(n) for each 
n > 2 and so we have that 
We proved that +(HO D_ ,) = R,. 
Now, we will prove that He D, is unitary isomorphic to RX. Since D, 
is the closure of S2 = { (h,)f= r E S: AZ(O) = 0}, it is easy to prove that 
Using that v,“=, U:“(E,) = E, + L,* + U:L: + ... , where L: = 
(UT - T2*)(E2), we can conclude that 
Let us define cp :G&(o(E~ + L:) --+ SBx + (E2 + L2) as cp(a@ (b + c)) = 
a+ U,(b + c) for each QE 6Bx, b E E,, CE Lf. It is easy to verify that cp is 
unitary and 
6) (P(~~(E~+L~*))=~~+E~+L~ 
(ii) p({D,e+X e: eEE,} v U:(E,)) = (D,e+ U,Xe: eEE,} v E, 
={D,e+(U2-T2)Xe:eEE,} vE,. 
Using the last statement we have that 
cpll/(HOD,)=[~x~(E2+L2)]O[{D,e+(U2-T2)Xe:e~E,} vE,l 
=(B~LL,)O{D,e+(U,--T2)Xe:eEElj=RX 
thus we have proved that HOD, is unitary isomorphic to RX. 
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Using the past proposition and (1) we have that 
(S(Y)(z)[e,-W,T:e,l,(W,-T,)e,) 
= ([a,(z) + b,(z) e*(z)(z-c,(z) e*(z)) -‘d,(z)] 
.~~‘CD,P,+(I-P,)I(e,-W,T:e,);(O,6,e,-6~,T,e,) 
= (q~[a,(z) +b,(z) e*(z)(z- c,(z) e*jz))-‘d,(z)] 
.$p’CDxP, +(I-P,)I(e, - WI TTe,); (W2- Tz)e2), 
where P, is the orthogonal projection from R, onto E,. 
Let us define 
a(z) = rplCla,(z) ~-‘L-‘xp, + (I-- P,)l? :L I,*+& 
&I = PM,(z), :HGD, + L, 
c(z) = c,(z), :H@D, -+ HOD-~, 
d(z)=d,(z)cp~‘CD,P,+(z-P,)l, :L ,,,+HOD-, 
then we have that: 
COROLLARY IV.l. We can write the Schur-type formula S(Y)(z)= 
a(z)+ b(z) @*(Z)(Z-c(z) 8*(F))p1d(z), where a(z): L,,. -+ L,, b(z): 
HOD, + L,, c(z): HOD, + HOD-,, and d(z): L1,,+ HOD_, are 
analytic functions with c(0) = 0. 
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